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We have chicken and beef.
I`ll have the chicken...
Hiro is still on the airplane .
The flight attendant asks him about dinner.
Attendant: Would you care for dinner?
Hiro
: I`m sorry.
Attendant: Dinner. Would you like to eat dinner?
Hiro
: Dinner? Oh, yes. what do you have?
Attendant: We have chicken and beef. which would you like?
Hiro
: Yes, I`ll take it.
Attendant: No , Sir. You can have the chicken or the beef.
Which do you prefer eating?
Hiro
: Which one? Chicken. I`ll have the chicken.
Attendant: Would you lower your table ,please?
Hiro
: Pardon me?
Attendant : the table. Your tray table, Sir. Please lower your
tray table so I can place your place and the food on top of it.
Hiro
: Oh, I`m sorry.
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Business Useful Expression

1Pronunciation
The sound of AHas in whAt, cUt
Pronounce these words in pairs:
but-bet, gut-get, touch-tack, ususe Cut luscious butter.

2Vocabulary
1.
2.
3.
4.

care for-(pv) - feel affection for
care for-(pv) - take care of
prefer-(v) - Like more.*
take it-(pv) - Accept bad conditions without argument.

3Reading
Fill out the K and the W columns prior to reading and then use the L column to take notes
while reading.

K
What do you WANT to
know about

W
What do you WANT to
know
about

L
What did you LEARN about

4 Comprehension Questions
1. If you were Hiro, what will you choose?

2. What did Hiro choose?

5Vocabulary
1. I

chocolate to vanilla.

2. When the boss gets angry, just
3. He
4. Who will

. Arguing makes it worse.
her deeply but he does not want to marry her.
your cat while you are on vacation?
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